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and The bounder stood fast
and we got the 11:00 FAST
Clipper to the Tower.

The long playing dripping
tap of Gurney, kicked in again
at Dicken’s Inn as apparently
Pizza was not on the menu in
Diken’s day - quell surprise -
but the London Pride, IPA,
Abbot and Tim Taylors
seemed OK to me!

A plaintiff mobile call from
Cracker convinced us to stop
for two so she and Lord
Raleigh could catch up after
the “Landslip and cows on the
line” at Worcester Park delays.

We legged it back to Tower
Pier and chatted to the well
tooled up terrorist police, then
caught the SERIOUSLY FAST
clipper to Canary Wharf and
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the Cat and Canary. All the
beers were perfect, especially
after the London was
changed but apparently it
wasn’t old enough (guess
who) - the building that is.
What a lovely place, watching
the Cormorants and Grebes
diving for fish drinking Fullers
on a lovely day with a fine
bunch of Hashers (G and
gone to find a better pub!)

The Dim-sum changed to
Tapas and The Bounder
booked ua a table. Cap’n Stag
Web arrived and bought the
booze and we set about
getting serious! I have no real
recollection of the food but I
expect there was some
singing? At some (unknown)
time the EVEN FASTER

clipper took us to Greenwich
where we again went to the
WRONG pub (The Admiral
“Kiss me” Hardy). Next door
was a street Market, and Reg
“of The River” Jones insisted
on buying wooden
saxaphones! And niether of
us can play ‘em!

Any way back on the
FLYER clipper, past Canary,
St Kath’s - Tower Bridge
opened - or was that on the
way? Past London Bridge,
Blackfriars and dock at the
Eye! Various parties went on
the eye, while others went to
the Hole in the Wall. Reg and
I had severl bottkles of Red
with Ear Trumpet in the
Banarpart and “helped” the
band with Carol(s).
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Date 11-Dec-07

Hare Tequil’over

Venue  Thames - London

On On Various

I think we are all agreed - the
absolutely best thing of the
whole day, and we packed a
lot in, was Gurney turning up
late (having delayed to get a
cheap day return!), ignoring
the precise instructions about
buying tickets on board and
buying a £10 ticket for the
wrong boat! Excellent. Mind
you I was expecting grief from
him, but surprisingly got some
from Icepyck! “Why can’t we
go on that boat?” he quested,
“That other one is nice and
red” he opined. Then Arthur
caught it! “That one has a bar
and a toilet (for Jill, who
despite “going before she
came out” was on the look-
out)”.

Luckily John “The Baptist”

Pre Arrival of Cracker and Lord Raleigh
The Boundah Ch-Chicken and Flash
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1708 06-Jan Doug the Tub & Marion Puttenham?

1709 13-Jan Gibber!!

1710 20-Jan Coolbox, 20-50 event,
Joint run OCH3 EGH3

Box Hill (area)

1711 27-Jan ABBA Greenpeace,
Bodyshop

Xmas Dinner
Dance Weekend

1712 3-Feb SBJ & Bob Bungle

Run 1707

Date 30-Dec-07

Hare Teq’ & Chunderos

Venue Bookham Station

On On Royal Oak

PCode KT23 3EU

ssa / OS TQ127,556
Directions:

The Receding Hare-Line
Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details
Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: onsec@surreyh3.org

Affix Stamp
 HereTo

Coming Attractions
• 26th December: Not 25th as WH3 insist! GH3 and WH3 at
the Villagers Blackheath - shake off christmas.

• 20 Jan:  Coolbox Half-Century 20 years of Hashing event.
Joint  EGH3 and OCH3 run.

• 26 Jan: SH3 black tie Xmas Party Dinner Dance weekend

A246 Leatherhead direction Guildford, after passing through
Bookham, at bottom of dip opposite Dobbies Garden Center,
right into Rectory Lane. Continue into Little Bookham street
and on to station.

A store that sells new husbands has opened in New York City, where a woman may
go to choose a husband. Among the instructions at the entrance is a description
of how the store operates:

You may visit this store ONLY ONCE! There are six floors and the value of the
products increase as the shopper ascends the flights. The shopper may choose any
item from a particular floor, or may choose to go up to the next floor, but you
cannot go back down except to exit the building!

So, a woman goes to the Husband Store to find a husband. On the first floor the
sign on the door reads:

 Floor 1 - These men Have Jobs.

She is intrigued, but continues to the second floor, where the sign reads:

Floor 2 - These men Have Jobs and Love Kids.

 'That's nice,' she thinks, 'but I want more.'So she continues upward. The third
floor sign reads:

Floor 3 - These men Have Jobs, Love Kids, and are Extremely Good Looking.

 'Wow,' she thinks, but feels compelled to keep going. She goes to the fourth
floor and the sign reads:

Floor 4 - These men Have Jobs, Love Kids, are Drop-dead Good Looking and Help
With Housework.

'Oh, mercy me!' she exclaims, 'I can hardly stand it!'Still, she goes to the fifth
floor and the sign reads:

Floor 5 - These men Have Jobs, Love Kids, are Drop-dead Gorgeous, Help with
Housework, and Have a Strong Romantic Streak.

She is so tempted to stay, but she goes to the sixth floor, where the sign reads:

Floor 6 - You are visitor 31,456,012 to this floor. There are no men on this floor.
This floor exists solely as proof that women are impossible to please. Thank you
for shopping at the Husband Store.

 to be continued ... (Hans - it is further on in the text!


